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ABSTRACT Headache is a leading cause for consultation in many patients. We compared the agreement between non-neurologist physicians and neurologists in diagnosis of the cause of headache among 19 854 patients attending the neurology clinic of Yahyanejad Hospital, Babol, from 1995 to 2004, who were first diagnosed by the non-neurologist physician. The diagnoses of the neurologists were based on International Headache Society criteria. The commonest causes of headache diagnosed by the neurologist were tension-type and migraine, while sinusitis and ophthalmic disorders were the commonest diagnoses of the non-neurologist physicians. There is a need to inform physicians about the common causes of headache to ensure prompt and correct diagnosis.

Comparaison des causes de céphalées établies par des médecins neurologues et non neurologues à Babol (République islamique d’Iran)

RÉSUMÉ Pour de nombreux sujets, les céphalées sont le principal motif de consultation. Nous avons comparé le diagnostic établi par des médecins non neurologues et neurologues en ce qui concerne la cause des céphalées chez 19 854 patients consultant dans le service de neurologie de l’hôpital Yahyanejad de Babol, entre 1995 et 2004, qui avait dans un premier temps été posé par un médecin non neurologue. Le diagnostic des neurologues se faisait sur les critères de l’International Headache Society. Les causes les plus courantes de céphalées établies par les neurologues étaient des causes associées à la tension et aux migraines, alors que la sinusite et les troubles ophthalmoïdes étaient les diagnostics les plus courants des médecins non neurologues. Il est nécessaire d’informer les médecins des causes fréquentes de céphalées pour permettre un diagnostic rapide et correct.
**Introduction**

Headache is one of the most common complaints of human kind. In several epidemiological studies 94%–96% of the general population are reported to have episodes of headache throughout their life [1]. Headaches are important because they are so prevalent and they interfere with the ability of large numbers of individuals to carry out daily activities, and this can have a negative impact on society in terms of productivity [2–4]. In western societies, migraine and tension-type headaches are more prevalent than in eastern societies [5]. Migraines affect 28 million people in the United States (US), and most of these individuals experience attack-related morbidity [6]. Rates in China, on the other hand, are especially low, which may be due to cultural differences, as pain tolerance, especially for headache, is affected by cultural, racial and psychological factors [7–13].

Proper use of the International Headache Society (IHS) classification and diagnostic criteria is important for accurate diagnosis and treatment of migraine [14,15], as well as for standardization of patients for research protocols [16]. The misdiagnosis of migraine as tension-type headache has potentially significant consequences because it may prevent patients with disabling headaches from receiving appropriate treatment [17]. Although people with migraine are aware of their headaches, they are often not aware that they have migraine. This can lead to inappropriate or ineffective use of treatments, delays in seeking appropriate care and miscommunication with physicians [18].

Many patients admitted to neurology clinics, including ours, have previously consulted different physicians and received various investigations to diagnose their headache [19–24] but despite pharmacological and non-pharmacological treatments, their headache has remained. Because of the importance of prompt and correct diagnosis of headache and because we do not have any data about the accuracy of the first diagnosis of headache cause in our region of northern Islamic Republic of Iran, we compared the diagnosis first made by non-neurologist physicians with that of neurologists to see the degree of correlation.

**Methods**

This was a descriptive, cross-sectional study using census sampling of 48 750 patients attending our neurology clinic in Babol, northern Islamic Republic of Iran, from 1995 to 2004. Of these, 25 810 had headache as their chief complaint. Inclusion criteria were: patients with headache who had previously consulted a non-neurologist physician and had had no cure for their headache. Exclusion criteria were: i) patients with primary brain lesions including brain tumours and vascular diseases of the brain or epilepsy; ii) patients with known systemic disorders such as malignancies, chronic infections, diabetes, heart failure, renal failure in which headache was a part of their clinical manifestation; iii) patients with a definite diagnosis of their headache cause who had been referred for treatment, introduced for consultation from other colleagues, or were having their first visit. After exclusion, 22 670 patients remained.

A file including sex, age, educational and socioeconomic status and previous diagnosis was opened for each case. Patients also underwent medical history taking and general and neurological examination by a neurologist and, if needed, additional procedures such as neuroimaging (CT scan or MRI), electrophysiological tests (EEG) or laboratory analyses, or consultation with
other specialists. Cause of the headache was recorded according to the international classification of headache disorders [14]. After diagnosis, each patient received proper pharmacological and/or non-pharmacological treatment and a recommendation for a second consultation after 1 month. Of the 22,670 patients, 21,540 returned again after 1 month. They underwent another thorough general and neurological examination and further evaluation if needed. The patients with no relief (due to inappropriate drug administration, drug complications, fear of drug dependency, lack of attention to non-pharmacological instructions, incorrect diagnosis of the neurologist or unidentified cause) were excluded. In the final stage 19,854 patients whose diagnosis was confirmed at the second evaluation remained in the study. Their first diagnosis (by a non-neurologist physician) was compared with the diagnosis of the neurologist.

Results

In this study, among the 48,750 patients who visited our neurology clinic in the 10 years of the study (1995–2004), headache was the main complaint in 25,810 (53%) cases. After initial exclusions and by the second stage of consultation 19,854 patients remained in the study. Most were aged 30 to 39 years and there were more women (12,145) than men (7,709).

The commonest causes of headache in the patients diagnosed by the neurologists were tension headache (49.28%) and migraine (25.76%), whereas sinusitis (27.56%) and ophthalmic disease (17.37%) were the commonest causes of headache in these patients diagnosed by non-neurologist physicians. Only 15.84% and 10.86% of the patients respectively were diagnosed with tension headache and migraine by non-neurologist physicians. Comparison of the frequency of the different causes of headache as diagnosed by non-neurologist physicians and neurologists is shown in Figure 1.

Discussion

Most of the neurological consultations in this study were because of headache. Headaches are among the commonest causes of primary care consultation [25]. In this study most patients were aged 30 to 40 years, which is similar to other reports [1]. Headache is commoner in women [26] and 61.2% of our patients were women. Epidemiological studies report primary headache, such as tension-type and migraine [5], is the commonest cause of headaches but in our study, non-neurologist physicians generally diagnosed sinusitis and ophthalmic disorders as the cause of headache in patients. These patients even received investigations and treatment such as antibiotics, sinus washing and in some cases sinus surgery or ophthalmic glasses. In one study, 88% of patients with a history of “sinus” headache were determined to have migraine-type headache [27]. In patients with recurrent headaches without fever or purulent discharge, the presence of sinus-area symptoms may be part of the migraine process [27]. In a clinical study, nearly 90% of participants with self-diagnosed or physician-diagnosed sinus headache met the criteria for IHS migraine-type headache [28]. Thus migraine should be included in the differential diagnosis of such patients.

In our study there was a considerable amount of misdiagnosis when patients first presented with headache. Incorrect first diagnosis has been reported in other research; for example in one study 37% of the patients under treatment for tension-type
headache, were found to have migraine on further investigations by the neurologist [9]. In another report, 96% of the patients who thought their headaches were due to sinusitis actually fulfilled the complete diagnostic criteria for migraine [29]. Sinus headache is a widely accepted clinical diagnosis, although many medical specialists consider it an uncommon cause of recurrent headaches. In another study among 3074 individuals who completely fulfilled the migraine criteria, only 53% were being treated for this condition [18]. In another report, 52% of patients suffering from headaches that met the migraine criteria, had been treated for a different condition by the first physician they consulted [30] and in another study of migraine patients, 69% of the general practitioners had made a wrong diagnosis [31]. That migraine is significantly under-diagnosed in the US and other countries is well established [32] and migraine is an important target for public health interventions because it is highly prevalent and disabling [33].

Generally, the initial diagnosis made by physicians first consulted by the patients – sinusitis, ophthalmic disorders, infectious, systemic or metabolic diseases, hypertension, cervical diseases, migraine, tension headache and headache due to space occupied lesions of the brain – did not correspond with the statistics reported in the literature and also they showed no cure with the treatments based on these diagnoses. On the other hand, the diagnoses made by the neurologist, which was confirmed on follow-up, mostly agreed with the statistics reported. Thus tension-type headache (49.28%) was the most frequent diagnosis.

Figure 1 Comparison of frequency of headache etiology in headache patients diagnosed by non-neurologist physicians and neurologists
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followed by migraine (25.76%) and cervical disease (11.26%). Sinusitis and ophthalmic disorders were only responsible for 4.29% and 2.85% of headaches respectively according to neurologists.

The socioeconomic impact of migraine and tension-type headache is very important because large numbers of people suffer from them, which results in a loss of productivity as many sufferers are forced to be absent from the workplace or work with decreased efficiency. The quality of their life is also very adversely affected [34,35]. For example, during 1997 in the United Kingdom the overall loss of productivity due to migraine was estimated at between £611 million and £741 million and US$ 13 billion in the US [36].

The differential diagnosis of headache is often challenging, with significant clinical and socioeconomic consequences of incomplete or inaccurate diagnosis; overlapping symptoms contribute to the diagnostic challenge. By becoming aware of these diagnostic pitfalls and being more judicious and careful in diagnosing migraine and other headache types, health-care providers can improve the diagnosis of migraine and help patients to receive appropriate therapy.

The findings of this study show a large disagreement between the initial diagnosis at the first consultation and the correct diagnoses for the patients with headache. They highlight the importance of educating our physicians with regard to the up-to-date statistics reported for headache cause and the international criteria for diagnosis of headache causes. They need to be encouraged to change their views in evaluation of such patients as well as their diagnosis, prophylaxis and treatment so that patients can be diagnosed promptly and correctly and given the appropriate treatment.
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Headache disorders

Various forms of headache, properly called headache disorders, are among the most common disorders of the nervous system. They are pandemic and, in many cases, life-long conditions.

Headache itself is a painful and often disabling feature of a relatively small number of primary headache disorders. It also occurs secondarily to a considerable number of other conditions. A wide range of headache types have been classified in detail by the International Headache Society. The most common among them – tension-type headache, migraine, cluster headache and the so-called chronic daily headache syndromes – cause substantial levels of disability. Headache has been and continues to be underestimated in scope and scale, and headache disorders remain under-recognized and under-treated throughout the world.

Source: WHO Fact sheet, No. 277
(http://www.who.int/mental_health/neurology/headache/en/index.html)